
Introduction

Save Me a Seat Lesson Plans are designed to help ESL students engage with the

popular novel "Save Me a Seat" by Sarah Weeks and Gita Varadarajan. This lesson

plan aims to improve students' English language skills through interactive and

immersive activities based on the themes, characters, and plot of the book. By

integrating language learning with literature, students can enhance their

vocabulary, reading comprehension, and speaking abilities while also gaining

cultural insights. The Save Me a Seat Lesson Plans provide an exciting opportunity

for ESL learners to explore the world of literature while honing their language skills

in a meaningful context.

Vocabulary Building

Vocab

Vocab Definition

Immigrant A person who comes to live permanently in a foreign country.

Bullying Seek to harm, intimidate, or coerce someone perceived as vulnerable.

Acculturation
The process of cultural change and psychological change that results

following meeting between cultures.

Friendship The emotions or conduct of friends; the state of being friends.

Diversity

The practice or quality of including or involving people from a range of

different social and ethnic backgrounds and of different genders, sexual

orientations, etc.

Contextual Usage



1. The protagonist in the novel is an immigrant from India who faces challenges in

adjusting to a new culture.

2. The theme of bullying is prevalent throughout the story, depicting the struggles

faced by many students.

3. Acculturation is evident as the characters navigate their way through different

cultural norms and expectations.

4. The novel beautifully portrays the essence of friendship and its significance in

overcoming obstacles.

5. The school setting in the book reflects diversity, showcasing various

backgrounds and perspectives among the students.

ESL Warm-up Activity

To kick off the Save Me a Seat Lesson Plans, start with a fun activity called "Cultural

Charades." Prepare a list of culturally diverse activities, gestures, or traditions

related to the themes in the novel. Divide the class into two teams and have them

take turns acting out the scenarios while the other team guesses. This activity not

only energizes the students but also introduces them to cultural elements relevant

to the book, setting an engaging tone for the lesson.

Main ESL Lesson Activities

Vocabulary Activity: Word Wall

Create a word wall with key vocabulary from the novel. Divide the class into small

groups and provide each group with a set of vocabulary cards. Instruct them to

discuss the meanings of the words and then place them on the word wall in the

correct categories. Encourage group discussions to ensure understanding of the

terms.



Listening Activity: Character Interviews

Assign each student a character from the book and have them prepare interview

questions based on the character's experiences and personality. Then, conduct

mock interviews in pairs, with one student role-playing as the character and the

other as an interviewer. This activity promotes active listening and speaking skills.

Roleplay Activity: Cultural Exchange

Organize a roleplay activity where students act out scenarios that involve cultural

exchanges similar to those in the novel. This hands-on exercise allows students to

immerse themselves in different cultural perspectives, fostering empathy and

understanding.

Reading and Writing Activity: Journal

Reflections

Ask students to maintain a journal throughout their reading of the book. After each

chapter, allocate time for individual reflection and writing. Encourage them to

express their thoughts on character development, plot twists, or any cultural

aspects they found intriguing. This activity enhances reading comprehension and

writing skills while encouraging personal engagement with the text.

ESL Homework Assignment

For homework, students are tasked with writing a reflective essay on the cultural

themes and character dynamics in "Save Me a Seat." They should choose a specific

cultural aspect from the book and analyze its impact on the characters'

experiences. Additionally, students are encouraged to include personal insights or

connections to their own lives or communities. This assignment reinforces the

lesson content by promoting critical thinking, writing skills, and deeper engagement

with the novel's themes.



Conclusion

Summary

In conclusion, the Save Me a Seat Lesson Plans provide a comprehensive

exploration of language and cultural themes through the novel "Save Me a Seat."

The activities and discussions have allowed students to delve into vocabulary

building, listening, roleplay, and reading and writing exercises, fostering a deeper

understanding of the book's content.

Reflection

As students reflect on this lesson, they can consider how their engagement with

"Save Me a Seat" has enhanced their language development. Encouraging them to

contemplate the cultural insights gained from the novel and how it relates to their

own experiences can further enrich their language skills and broaden their

perspectives.

Why this topic is great for ESL

learning

Save Me a Seat Lesson Plans is an excellent topic for ESL learning due to its

integration of language skills with literature. Here's why this topic is great for ESL

learning:

Cultural Understanding

The novel explores themes of cultural diversity, immigration, and friendship,

providing ESL students with valuable insights into different cultures and



perspectives. This exposure helps them develop empathy and understanding,

essential skills for effective communication in a multicultural world.

Language Acquisition

By engaging with the Save Me a Seat Lesson Plans, students have the opportunity

to expand their vocabulary through key terms related to the book's themes. They

also practice listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills through various

activities that reinforce language acquisition in a meaningful context.

Literary Analysis

Analyzing the characters, plot, and cultural elements in "Save Me a Seat" allows

ESL learners to develop critical thinking skills. They can explore character

motivations, identify literary devices used by the authors, and make connections

between the story and their own experiences.

Personal Connection

The relatable characters and realistic situations in the novel enable students to

connect with the story on a personal level. This emotional engagement enhances

their language learning experience as they become more invested in the content

and are motivated to express their thoughts and opinions.

Overall, Save Me a Seat Lesson Plans provide an immersive and engaging way for

ESL students to improve their language skills while exploring important themes of

culture, friendship, and identity.


